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Abstract

Many papers have been published so far that the need for an updated review prompted the author to write this article and to describe historical perspective, characteristics, epidemiology, causes, pathophysiology, and treatments of tinnitus. Despite of the common opinion, this one of the most annoying of ear disorders, has been known from the Antiquity. Nowadays, it touches about 11% of population of Western Europe. Tinnitus, as the complex symptom, is associated with other annoying ear disorders. While indication of its reason is very often impossible, the factors contributing to the development of disorder were determined. Several theories explaining the mechanism of tinnitus have showed that extensive levels of nervous system may be involved in its generation. Although no convincing treatment is available, some alleviating therapies can be recommended. They can be divided into two categories: relieving of its severity and reduction of its intensity.
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Tinnitus from Historical Perspective

The origin of a name of a disorder derives from the Latin word “tinnitus” that means “to ring” and in this context is defined as “ringing in the ear”. Tinnitus-on the contrary to the common opinion-is the disorder known from the Antiquity. According to some authors [1], the first reference to tinnitus can be found in the Ebers Papyrus dated back to the 17th Egyptian dynasty (1650-1532 B.C.) where it was defined as ‘bewitched ear’. Tinnitus was not always treated as disease: ancient Indians recognized it as a sign of communion with space reserved only to spiritual elite; ancient Egyptians as a gift for divination; other civilizations considered it as Titus's curse-one of the most severe mythical punishments put on humanity [2]. The first undisputed reference to tinnitus was found in Corpus Hippocraticum where it was claimed that symptom is connected with hearing loss, headache and menstruation disorders.

These annotations did not only concern the description of the disease but also methods of its treatment. Three methods were used: fumigation involving a variety of substances deriving from trees, herbs, sometimes even animal materials (bones or horns); insertion of wool treated with various materials into ears; direct administration of drugs to ear via a bronze tube [3]. Various materials such as honey, vinegar, rose oils, laurel oil etc. were applied. Galen (130-200 A.D.) used, as the first, sedatives like opium or mandrake juice in order to dull the brain's response to tinnitus. Therapy of tinnitus changed in the Renaissance when Paracelsus introduced first mineral-based drugs. Later, the more advanced techniques such as surgeries (beginning of 17th century), electric stimulations (second half of 18th century) or acoustic stimulation (middle of 19th century) were developed.

Characteristics of Tinnitus

Definition and Description

Tinnitus is defined as phantom auditory perception [4]. This broad definition includes the auditory hallucinations of schizophrenia, a variety of somatosounds such as palatal myoclonus, abnormal opening or patency of the Eustachian tube, temporomandibular joint disease, spontaneous otoacoustic emissions and sounds of vascular origin as well as sensation resulting from a malfunction of the cochlea or auditory nerve. Tinnitus can be classified as objective or subjective. Objective tinnitus can be heard by an observer and, what is more, it can be measured by means of appropriate equipment. Subjective tinnitus is heard only by the sufferer. Nowadays, objective tinnitus is treated as somatosounds.
Such classification simplified diagnosis and allowed proposing one definition of disorder as “the perception of sound that results exclusively from activity within the nervous system without any corresponding mechanical, vibratory activity within the cochlea, and not related to external stimulation of any kind” [5].

Sufferers describe the sound related to tinnitus as similar to cicadas, crickets, winds, falling trap water, grinding steel, running engines, escaping steam and etc. Most patients match their tinnitus to a pitch above 3 kHz. However, tinnitus associated with Ménière's disease is usually low-frequency tone from 125 to 250 Hz [6].

**Accompanying ailments**

Tinnitus is often associated with other annoying symptoms such as decreased sound tolerance, hyperacusis (an abnormally strong reaction to sound occurring within the auditory pathways), phonophobia (a fear of certain sounds) and misophonia (the aversion to sounds). Moreover, it frequently coexists with hearing loss or Ménière's disease.

Tinnitus has also influence on mental condition of sufferers as it causes stress, annoyance, anxiety or even depression [7]. It also increases difficulties in concentration and decreases the quality of sleep [8].

**Epidemiology of tinnitus**

The epidemiological studies of tinnitus are difficult because of very broad definition of disorder. Furthermore, this subjective perception differs from patient to patient what makes preparation of questionnaire very complicated.

Tinnitus has become the public health problem. It touches about 10% of population in Great Britain, 14.2% in Sweden, 8.4% in USA, 15.1% in Norway [9], 13% in Germany [10], 8% in France [11] and 20.1% in Poland [12] (Figure 1).

The frequency of occurrence of tinnitus increases with age as about 18% of population older than 70-years old suffer from this ailment [13]. The disorder was also observed in children and youngsters when the percentage of patients varied from 7% to 34% of population of this age group [14].

**The causes of tinnitus**

While indication of the reason of tinnitus is very often not possible, the factors contributing to the development of disorder were determined. The major causes are accumulated noise exposure, acoustic trauma [15] and age-related changes [16]. The other disorders which can provoke it are: occlusion of the ear canal, external, middle and internal ear otitis, cholesteatoma, otosclerosis, Ménière's disease, alteration in blood flow, barotrauma and head trauma [17]. Vestibular schwannoma [18], microvascular compression of the vestibulocochlear nerve [19] and cerebrovascular diseases [20] also can lead to tinnitus. The other factors are jaw and neck disorders or temporomandibular joint dysfunction [21].

Tinnitus can be also a side effect of taking some medicines, for example analgesics like salicylates and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents. Moreover, the use of antibiotics such as aminoglycosides (gentamycin, streptomycin and neomycin), erythromycin, azithromycin, vancomycin, tetracycline and chloramphenicol evokes tinnitus. It can be the side effect of treatment with antineoplastic agents (bleomycin, cisplatinum, methotrexate and vincristine), loop diuretics (bumetanide, ethacrynic acid and furosemide), tricyclic antidepressants (amitryptylline, doxepin and imipramine) and quinine or chloroquine [22]. Finally, severe stress also causes tinnitus [6].

**Pathophysiology of tinnitus**

Tinnitus is the complex symptom, therefore, extensive levels of nervous system can be involved in mechanism of its generation.

At the beginning, tinnitus was treated as spontaneous otoacoustic emissions. They are small acoustic signals which appear in the ear canal when tympanic membrane received vibrations from cochlea [6]. However, since spontaneous acoustic emissions can be measured by means of special equipment, thus, they cannot be treated as tinnitus.

The discordant dysfunction/damage theory proposes the other mechanism of generation of tinnitus [5]. The discordant damage of sensory cells in the mammalian auditory epithelium (one type of sensory cells – outer hair cells - is more dysfunctional.
than the other type of sensory hair cells-inner hair cells) leads to deregulation of sound transduction. This results in abnormal activity within the auditory pathways that can cause tinnitus.

Generation of the symptom can be also the result of hyperactivity of dorsal cochlear nucleus [23]. Interestingly, neuroimaging techniques showed that reorganization of the auditory cortex, caused by head or cochlea injuries, relates to tinnitus [24, 25]. Cross-talk theory postulates that disease can be the effect of spontaneous activity of auditory neurons connected by artificial synapses (called “crosstalk”) that could be formed after damage of auditory nerve fibers [6].

The alternative mechanism concerns alterations of intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration. Cytosolic concentration of Ca\(^{2+}\) affects electromotility, therefore sensitivity of outer hair cells. Thus, any abnormality in Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration may cause deregulation of proper functioning of outer hair cells (the cochlear amplifier) that may evoke tinnitus of cochlear origin [26].

Tinnitus may be also caused by anomalies in neurotransmission in inner hair cells [27]. Glutamate and aspartate (Figure 2) imitate the effect of acoustic stimulation by increasing the spontaneous activity of neurons of auditory nerve. Two classes of glutamate receptors ionotropic (ligand gated ion channels) and metabotropic (G-protein coupled) ones are related to this mechanism.

The expression of AMPA (\(\alpha\)-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolopropionate) (subunits: GluA2-4) and kainate (subunits: GluK1-3, previous nomenclature GluK5-7) receptors in auditory nerve cells is well acknowledged [28] (Figure 2). AMPA receptors are responsible for high AMPA, kainate and glutamate excitotoxicity. AMPA and kainate cause acute destruction of dendrites of neurons of the auditory nerve. The other group of ionotropic glutamate receptors, NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartate) (Figure 2) receptor (subunits: GluN1, GluN2B, GluN2C, GluN2D), is also expressed in auditory nerve [29]. Behavioral tests on animals, later confirmed by electrophysiological studies, showed that while salicylate, which induces tinnitus, increases the activity of NMDA receptors, NMDA antagonist blocks this effect [30].

Metabotropic glutamate receptors are also expressed in the cochlea. Although their role still remains unknown [27], they have influence on activity of neurons and they are related to the sound-evoked suppression of neuronal firing in the auditory system [31].

The mechanism of generation of tinnitus is also connected with the activity of GABA (\(\gamma\)-aminobutyric acid) (Figure 2) receptor [32]. Behavioral tests showed that GABA agonist attenuates chronic noise-induced tinnitus. Other studies on animals with induced tinnitus indicated modifications in the activity of choline acetyltransferase and cholinergic receptors in the cochlear nucleus [33].

The mechanism of manifestation of tinnitus can be also related to dysfunction of serotonin (5-HT) (Figure 2) at one or more levels in the central nervous system [34]. Tinnitus activates the same cerebral structures as dopaminergic pathways, therefore substances active towards dopamine receptors may also effect on its severity [35].

The neurophysiological model of tinnitus, although it does not explain the mechanism of its generation, postulates that apart from the auditory system, the number of other systems in brain are involved in its manifestation [5]. Moreover, it emphasizes interactions between the auditory system and emotional (limbic) and autonomic nervous system.

**Treatment of Tinnitus**

The methods of treatment of tinnitus can be divided into two categories: relieving of its severity and reduction of its intensity. Cognitive behavioral therapy, sound therapies, Tinnitus Retraining Therapy, hearing aids, massage and stretching belong to the first group while electrical or magnetic stimulation and surgeries to the second one. Pharmacotherapy can be included in both categories.

**Pharmacotherapy**

Pharmacotherapy of tinnitus differs depending on its type. Despite various approaches to the treatment of the symptom, FDA (Food and Drug Administration) or EMA (European Medicine Agency) [36, 37] have not yet approved any drug.

One of effective substances is lidocaine (Figure 3), a local
anaesthetic and anti-arrhythmic agent [38]. Given intravenously or by intratympanic administration, lidocaine results in the temporary disappearance of tinnitus or major change in its severity in 70% of patients. However, because of its significant side effects, lidocaine is no longer used.

Although some antidepressants provoke tinnitus, the other ones are commonly prescribed for its treatment [39]. Among tricyclic antidepressants (Figure 3) - amitriptyline, trimipramine and nortriptyline – only nortriptyline decreases both tinnitus and depression. However, it is less effective in case of non-depressive patients.

The activity of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors – paroxetine and sertraline was also investigated towards tinnitus (Figure 4). While sertraline reduces its loudness and severity, the combination of paroxetine with vestipitant (neurokinin-1 receptor P substance antagonist) or vestipitant alone are even more effective and thus they undergo clinical trials [40].

Benzodiazepines, allosteric modulators of the GABA$_A$ receptor, were also considered as the treatment for tinnitus [41]. Clonazepam (Figure 4) significantly decreases tinnitus symptoms in 32% of patients. However, treatment with benzodiazepines is restricted because of high risk of drug addiction.

As it was mentioned, tinnitus may be caused by overstimulation of glutamate receptors, exactly NMDA receptors. Behavioral studies showed that NMDA receptor antagonists such as ifenprodil [42], MK-801 (dizocilpine), 7-chlorokynurenate and gacyclidine (Figure 5) [30] reduce its occurrence.

Therefore, the activity of many NMDA antagonists has been also investigated. Among them, acamprosate, which acts both on NMDA (as antagonist) and GABA receptors (as agonist), decreases the severity of the symptom in more than 80% of patients [43]. The other NMDA and nicotinic acetylcholine receptor antagonist, neramexane, is effective and undergoes III phase of clinical trials [44] (Figure 5). Gacyclidine, earlier mentioned compound, is also regarded as potential drug against tinnitus [45, 46].

Compounds active towards dopamine receptors (Figure 6) were also proposed for the treatment of tinnitus [41]. A double-blind placebo-controlled study indicated that sulphiride significantly decreases its severity. Moreover, combination of sulphiride with hydroxyzine or melatonin intensifies the effectiveness of the treatment. The combination of the other compounds from this category, flupenthixol with clonazepam, is as active as clonazepam alone and is already during clinical trials.

Studies on anticonvulsants [47] (Figure 7) showed that carbamazepine is effective only if tinnitus derives from neurovascular conflict while the other compound, gabapentin, only when the disorder originates from acoustic trauma [48].

The loop inhibiting diuretic, furosemide (Figure 7), given intravenously, reduces the severity of this symptom in 50% of patients. Moreover, studies indicated that it affects tinnitus connected with Ménière’s disease. However, high doses of compound may induce temporary hearing loss and recovery of tinnitus [41].

The activity of other substances towards tinnitus was also studied. For example, misoprostol (Figure 8), a synthetic prostaglandin E1 analogue, is effective and safe medicine in therapy of this symptom in hypertensive and/or diabetic patients [49]. Although the first clinical trials of nimodipine (Figure 8), calcium channel blocker, suggested its positive effect on tinnitus patients, the second trials did not confirmed this result [40]. Melatonin (Figure 8), a neurohormone that influences sleep cycle and circadian...

Figure 3. The structure of lidocaine and tricyclic antidepressants.
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Figure 4. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, vestipitant and benzodiazepine.
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Figure 5. NMDA antagonists for treatment of tinnitus.
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Figure 6. Compounds active on dopamine receptors.
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Figure 7. Anticonvulsants and loop inhibiting diuretic – furosemide.

Figure 8. Other compounds used to treat tinnitus.
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rhythm, has also a positive effect on the disorder. Although it does not reduce the loudness and frequency of the symptom, it improves the quality of sleep in tinnitus patients [50]. However, it is effective only in combination with sulpiride [40].

The other substances, mostly natural ones, were also studied for the treatment for tinnitus. Zinc, for example, has relieving effect but only on patients with hypozincemia [51]. Gingko biloba extract is frequently prescribed for tinnitus patients [52] and the standardized EGB 761 extract is under clinical trials. Some other herbs such as Cuminum cyminum, Coriandrum sativum, Verbascum densiflorum and herbal mixture called Yoku-kan-san have similar effect to Gingko biloba [53]. Even botulinum toxin type A decreases the severity of tinnitus [54] as it reduces inputs from cervical, frontal, temporal and periauricular muscles.

Non-pharmacological therapies

There are also non-pharmacological treatments available: cognitive behavioral therapy, sound therapy, Tinnitus Retraining Therapy, hearing aids, the massage and stretching, and other, more invasive techniques.

Cognitive behavioral therapy consists of two components: the cognitive restructuring, based on identifying and modifying negative thoughts concerning tinnitus, and the behavioral modification promoting habituation to tinnitus by positive imagery, attention control and relaxation [55]. The method is efficient especially in cases when tinnitus leads to severe stress, anxiety or depression [56].

The sound therapy is based on using normal natural sounds from the environment such as streams, rain wind or etc. Such therapy with non-pharmacological one may be the most individual approach. It seems that combining pharmacological treatment with non-pharmacological one may be the most successful. However, as the mechanism of tinnitus is still not fully understood, more investigation should be performed to explain it.
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